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Abstract. Loveland and Meyer have studied necessary and sufficient conditions for an infinite 
binary stnng x to be recursive in terms of the program-size complexity relative to R of ils n-bit 
prefixes x”. Meyer bras hown that x is recursive iff SC, Vn, K(x,/n) d c, and Loveland has shown 
that this is fa;ae if :>ne merely stipulates that K(xJn) G c for infinitely many n. We strengthen 
Meyer’s theorem. From the fact that there are few minimal-size programs for calculating E given 
result, we obtain a necessary and sufficieut condition for x to be recursive in terms of the absolute 
program-size comg!exity of its prefixes: x is recursive iff 3c, Vn, K(x,) s K(n) + c. Again 
Loveland’s metkl shows that this is no longer a sufficient condition for x to be recursive if one 
merely stipulates that K(x,) S K(n) + c for infinitely many n. 
= (0, 1,2, l l *) is the set of natural numbers, S = {A, 0, l,OO, 01, 10, 11,000, l l 0) is 
e set of strin,rs, and X is the set of iinfinite strings. 1 strings and infinite strings 
are binary. Ke variables c, i, m and n range over ; the variables p, q9 s and z 
; and the variable x ranges over X. 
rgth of a string s, and s, and x,, are the prefixes of length n of s and x. 
x is recursive if?’ there is a recursive function f : -+ S such that X, = f(n) for all n. 
B(n) is the nth element of S; the function 63 : + S is a recursive bijection. The 
quantity IB(nji( = llog2(n -t l)J plays an important role in this paper. 
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I,y A fro:.n the inputs n and m. And ind(s, A (n, m )) denotes the index of s in the 
enumeration A (n, m ); ind( 0, A (0 , * )) : S X is a partial recursive func- 
tion. A by step in the pro&‘s of Theorems 3 and 6 is that if s E A@, m) and 3ne 
knows A, n, m, NE! ind(.s, d ,B (n, m )), then one can calculate s. 
. (a) 3c,Vs, x; K[s/t) G 1 s I+ c. 
(b) VW, t, 5, 1 s I= N. and .K(s/t) 2 n. 
($1 There is a recursive function f : S X S X 
f(s, t, rll + 1) and K(sjt) := iim,,, f (s, t, n). 
(d) 3c, Vs, K(B(1 s I)) - e s K(s) G 1 s I~+ cc. 
such that f(s, t, n) 2 
e (a) ‘I‘here is a computer C such that C(p, q) = p for all p and q. Thus 
K&/t) = 1 3 I, and K(s/t) zs K&/s) + c = I s I + c. 
(b) There aie 2” strings s of length n, but only 2” - 1 progr;ams for E( l , t) of 
length < n. Thus at teas!: one s of length n needs a program of length a n. 
(c) Since I/ is a partial recursive function, its graph {(p, q, U(p, q))} is an r.e. set. 
Lrzt [In be the first II triples in a fixed recursive numeration of the graph of U. 
Rzcall ;he upper bound 1 ,Y I+ c on K(s/t). Take 
f(s,t,n)=min{lsI+c}U{lp): (p,t,s)E Un). 
(d) Theorem l(a) yields K(s) = K(s/A) G Is I+ c. And there is a computer C 
such that’ C(p, q) = B(( U(p, q)l). Thus &@(I s I)) s K(s) and K(B(/ s I)) G 
K(s)+ c. cl 
2. (a) If x is recursive, then there is a c such that K(x, /B (n)) s c and 
K(x, js K(B(n))+ c for all n. 
(b) Fcr each c there are o many x such that 
each! of hese .T- 3s recursive ( 
(c) ??here is a d: ruch lhat nondenunrerably many x have the property that 
K(x,JB(n.)) G c and K(x,,)I G K(B(n))+ c for infinitely many E (Loveland). 
(a) By definition, if ;Y is recursive there is a recursive function 
f (n!) = xn. There is a co- - ,Tpuier C such that C(p, q) = f( 
Y(x,/81(n)) = 0 and K(x, jB(n)) G c. There is also a compute 
-‘(!--Q’s q))). Thus Kc (x, ) = 
nsider a computer D. A t-description of s is a string p sue 
recursive function fD : 
t-descriptions of lengt 
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There is a computer C with the following property. Suppose s has 2 2” 
t-descriptions of length < n. Then s = C(Q’“ll~q, a), where p = (m ) and q is the 
ind(s, A (n, m, t ))th string of le - m. C recovers information from this 
ogram in the following order: , m, n - m_ ;2, ind(s, A@, m, t)), and s. Thus 
s/t)~~OlP’lpq(=~q~+2~p(~1=n-m+2~ij(m))+1, and K<s/t)cn-m+ 
(m)I + c. Note that A, C and c all depend on D. 
We res this. Suppose s ha.s > 2” t-descriptions tof lelrgth < (s/t)+ n. Then 
. 
( 10 s s/t)+n-m +21 (m)l -k c. I.e., m -2( (m)l-c G fl. Let fD(n) be 
twi raised to the least m such that m - 2(83(m)/ - c > n. s cannot have- $&(n) 
t-descriptions of length c K@!t) + n. eT1 
There is a recursive function f4 : 
ere more than f4(m) strings s I 
with the property that for no n 
n with 
of. In Theorem 3 consider only A-descriptions and take D to be the computer 
OVS: D(p, q) = B(J U(p, q) 1 L It follows that there is a recursive I 
-*N with the property that for no n and m are there more than 
fo(m) programs p of length < K(B(n))+ m sue% that: I U(p, A)1 = n. fd = fD is the 
function whose existence we wished to prove, El 
Theorem 5. (a) There is an algorithm A&, m) that enumerates the prefixes of length 
n of strings s of length 2n such that K(si)s IB(i)l+ m for all i E [n,2n], 
(b) There is a recF*rsive function f5 : 
has ‘more than f5(m ) ekmento. 
with the property that &( n, m ) never 
oof. (a) The existence of A5 is an immediate consequence of the fact that K(s) 
can be recursively approximated arbitrarily closely from above (Theorem l(c)). 
(b) By using the counting crrgurne that established Theorem l(b), it also follows 
that 3c,Vn, 31 E [n,2n] such that (B(i))> 1 B(i)1 - c. For such i the condition 
(i) I+ m impks K(s,) C (5)) + m + c, which by Theorem 4 can 
hold for at most f4(m + c) diRerent strings si of length i. Thus there are at most 
fs(m ) elements in As( n, m 1: where fs(m ) = f&m + c ). El 
br each c there are only finitely marry x such that 
I B(n)1 + c, and each of these x is recursive. 
property that 
umeration algori 
a computer C (depending on c) such that 
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core 7. x is recursive if 3c, Vn, K(h) s K@(n)) + c. 
The “only iif” is Theorem 2(a). The ’ 
c;Vn, K(x,:)s K@(n))+ c implies 
immediate consequence of Theorem l(a). B 
s from 
( ) &? G 
Can this information-theoretic characterization of recursive infinite strings be 
reformulated in terms of other definitions of program-size complexity? It is egs 
see that Theorem 7 also holds for Schnorr’s process complexity [5]. This is not 
lgorithmic entropy H (see, [3]). Although recursive x satisfy 3c, Vn, 
(n)) + c, Solovay (private communication) has announced there is a 
nonrecursive x that also has this property. 
Theorems 6 and 7 reveal a complexity gap, because K@(n)) is sometimes much 
smaller than 1 B( at) 1. 
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